Crystal Singing Bowls, color-frosted
The color-frosted Meinl Sonic Energy Crystal Singing Bowls made of high-purity quartz create a very
pleasant aura with their sound and design. Their long-lasting, spherical tone spreads when the singing
bowl is gently tapped or rubbed so that the energy can be felt in the entire surrounding.
All Crystal Singing Bowls are delivered with a silicone ring to avoid possible impact and to ensure the best
resonance. The fundamental A4/a' is tuned to 440 Hz.
You can use Crystal Singing Bowls for a variety of purposes: Chakra healing, meditation, sound therapy,
yoga, improving your home Fengshui, adjusting your emotional state, or even for room decorating.
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Size representation is not binding

Example picture. Rod not included.

Item nr. Description

SRP

UPC

CSBC8B

Crystal Singing Bowl, color-frosted, 8"/20 cm, Note B4, Crown Chakra

199,00 €

842960107234

CSBC9A

Crystal Singing Bowl, color-frosted, 9"/21 cm, Note A4, Brow Chakra

219,00 €

842960107241

CSBC10G

Crystal Singing Bowl, color-frosted, 10"/25 cm, Note G4, Throat
Chakra

239,00 €

842960107258

CSBC11F

Crystal Singing Bowl, color-frosted, 11"/28 cm, Note F4, Heart Chakra

259,00 €

842960107265

CSBC12E

Crystal Singing Bowl, color-frosted, 12"/30 cm, Note E4, Navel Chakra

299,00 €

842960107272

CSBC13D

Crystal Singing Bowl, color-frosted, 13"/33 cm, Note D4, Sacral
Chakra

329,00 €

842960107289

CSBC14C

Crystal Singing Bowl, color-frosted, 14"/36 cm, Note C4, Root Chakra

369,00 €

842960107296

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
remain free to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is
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Crystal Singing Bowl Chakra Set, color-frosted
In this 7-piece Chakra-set, all Crystal Singing Bowls are delivered with a silicone ring to avoid possible
impact and to ensure the best resonance. One coated medium rod, one half-coated large rod, and one
mallet allow you to start playing right away. The fundamental A4/a' is tuned to 440 Hz.
You can use Crystal Singing Bowls for a variety of purposes: Chakra healing, meditation, sound therapy,
yoga, improving your home Fengshui, adjusting your emotional state, or even for room decorating.

Among the bowls there are three mallets and
seven silicone rings in the delivery.

Meditation & sound healing context

Item nr.

Description

CSBCSETCHA

Crystal Singing Bowl Chakra Set, color-frosted
Size representation is not binding

SRP

UPC

1.899,00 €

842960107302

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
remain free to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is
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Crystal Singing Bowls with handle, white-frosted
The white-frosted Meinl Sonic Energy Crystal Singing Bowls with handle and made of high-purity quartz
and pure clear quartz create a very pleasant aura with their sound and design. Their long-lasting,
spherical tone spreads when the singing bowl is gently tapped or rubbed so that the energy can be felt in
the entire surrounding.
The comfortable and clear hollow handle makes it possible to play the singing bowl even when standing
and to control it well. The handle allows the healing vibrations to be sent directly to a specific location.
These Singing Bowls are therefore perfect for use at home or even for professional use.
You can use Crystal Singing Bowls for a variety of purposes: Chakra healing, meditation, sound therapy,
yoga, improving your home Fengshui, adjusting your emotional state, or even for room decorating.
The fundamental A4/a' is tuned to 432 Hz.

CSBH10F, 10” diameter

CSBH8B, 8” diameter

Item nr.
CSBH8B
CSBH10F

Description
Crystal Singing Bowl, with handle, 8" / 20 cm, Note B4, Crown
Chakra
Crystal Singing Bowl, with handle, 10" / 25 cm, Note F4, Heart
Chakra
Size representation is not binding

SRP

UPC

229,00 €

842960107319

249,00 €

842960107326

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
remain free to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is
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Crystal Singing Chalices
The Meinl Sonic Energy Crystal Singing Chalices are made of high-purity quartz to create a pleasant aura
with their sound and design. Their long-lasting tone spreads outward when they are gently tapped or
rubbed, filling your surroundings with ethereal tone and a calming, positive energy.
Our Crystal Singing Chalices are characterized by a distinctive clear, rich and deep sound that can send the
player and listeners into a relaxed state. These instruments are lightweight and easy to hold. With their
intricately handcrafted shape and specific tuning, the chalices may vary slightly in height to be perfectly in
tune.
You can use our Crystal Singing Chalices for a variety of purposes: Relaxation therapy, chakra healing,
meditation, physiotherapy, sound therapy, yoga, adjusting your emotional state, or even for room
decorating.
We recommend our silicone-coated Crystal Singing Bowl Rods CSBRL (large) or CSBRM (medium) to rub
or gently tap the chalice (rods sold separately). The fundamental A4/a' is tuned to 440 Hz.

From left to right: CSC8FPFOL, CSC6FPFOL, CSC55AC, CSC675CC, CSC7BCL

Item nr.

Description

SRP

UPC

CSC55AC

Crystal Singing Chalice, 5.5"/14 cm, Note A4, Creamy, Brow Chakra

489,00 €

842960107562

CSC6FPFOL

Crystal Singing Chalice, 6"/15 cm, Note F4, Pink, Heart Chakra, Flower of
499,00 €
life

842960107579

CSC675CC

Crystal Singing Chalice, 6.75"/17 cm, Note C4, Creamy, Root Chakra

599,00 €

842960107586

CSC7BCL

Crystal Singing Chalice, 7”/18 cm, Note B3, Clear, Crown Chakra

629,00 €

842960107593

CSC8FPFOL

Crystal Singing Chalice, 8"/20 cm, Note F3, Purple, Heart Chakra, Flower
699,00 €
of life

842960107609

Size representation is not binding

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
remain free to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is
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Crystal Singing Chalices

CSC6FPFOL

CSC8FPFOL

CSC55AC

CSC675CC

CSC7BCL

Size representation is not binding

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
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Singing Bowl Protective Sleeve Set
The Meinl Sonic Energy Protective Sleeve Set for Crystal Singing Bowls is designed to stack your crystal
singing bowls safely and securely inside each other. As a result, you need fewer bags and therefore less
storage space on your trips.
Example of an ideal stacking:
To pack your 7-piece Crystal Singing Bowl Chakra Set from Meinl Sonic Energy, you only need two 14"
Bags (CSBB14) plus the Protective Sleeve Set.
First 14" Bag:
14" Crystal Singing Bowl
12" Sleeve
12" Crystal Singing Bowl
10" Sleeve
10" Crystal Singing Bowl
8" Sleeve
8" Crystal Singing Bowl.
Second 14" Bag:
13" Sleeve (so it will not move in bag)
13" Crystal Singing Bowl
11" Sleeve
11" Crystal Singing Bowl
9" Sleeve
9" Crystal Singing Bowl.

Included in delivery

Stacking example with two additional 14" bags

Item nr.

Description

CSBPSSET

Crystal Singing Bowl Protective Sleeve Set

Size representation is not binding

SRP

UPC

149,00 €

842960107333

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
remain free to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is
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Frame Drums “Tree of Life”
The new Meinl Sonic Energy Native American-Style Hoop Drum has a hand-selected buffalo head for an
authentic sound that is both warm and powerful. The skin is pulled around the back and laced across the
middle for a traditional yet adjustable grip. The stable frame is made of lightweight premium fiberglass. It
comes with a leather padded wooden beater.

The new Meinl Sonic Energy Hand Drum comes equipped with a hand-selected goatskin head for uniform
thickness and warm resonant tones. The lightweight and rugged Siam Oak shell has outstanding acoustic
properties and are shaped to allow for a comfortable grip and easy finger placement on the playing
surface.

Both dreams feature the “Tree of Life” symbol. It is a sign of rebirth because, during the winter, trees lose
their leaves and appear to be dead, yet in the spring, new buds form and new, fresh leaves unfurl. This
marks the start of a new life and a new beginning.

Item nr.

Description

HOD15-TOL

Native American-Style Hoop Drum, 15" / 38 cm diameter, Tree of
Life

HD16WB-TOL

Hand Drum, 16" / 41 cm diameter, Tree of Life
Size representation is not binding

SRP

UPC

139,90 €

842960105452

69,00 €

842960106480

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
remain free to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is
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Bell, small
The Meinl Sonic Energy Bells are constructed from a special cast alloy and are handcrafted in India.
Use the bell to remove negative energy by ringing it in the room or at the person you wish to cleanse. You
can also rub the edge of the bell with a Singing Bowl Resonant Mallet (like the Meinl Sonic Energy SB-RMLE) to raise the sound.
Tibetan bells are used for prayers and meditations and sometimes during Reiki attunements.

Item nr.

Description

B-S

Bell Small, 280g
Size representation is not binding

SRP

UPC

22,90 €

842960107074

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
remain free to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is
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Chimes Stands
Our Meinl Sonic Energy Chimes Stand is a fully adjustable, double-braced tripod stand made of solid steel.
Adjust it flexibly and mount your chimes at a comfortable height. The black powder coating gives it an
attractive finish to match any instrument or environment.
Rubber feet prevent slipping, even on slippery surfaces, and ensure a secure stand at all times. For
transport or storage, you can fold the stand to save space.

View without arm
pulled out

View with arm
pulled out

Suitable for our metallic as well as our wooden chimes.
Perfect for supporting meditation and sound healing.

Item nr.

Description

TMCHBK

Chimes Stand, black
Size representation is not binding

SRP

UPC

99,90 €

842960107012

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
remain free to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is
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Steel Tongue Drum – in Minor
The Meinl Sonic Energy Steel Tongue Drum is a rich, full-sounding instrument that can be played with
either hands or the included rubber mallet pair. Precision crafted to deliver beautiful, expressive melodies,
these drums are fantastic for sound healing therapy, meditation, or solo performances and are equally
well-suited for ensemble use.
Tuned to the key of G Minor (G3, Bb3, C4, D4, F4, G4, Bb4, C5). Rounded off with a beautiful Pearl Grey
finish.
Including a flexible Steel Tongue Drum Mallet Pair and a padded bag.
Features:
• Rich, full and soothing sound
• Pre-tuned scale, G Minor
• Minor scales are useful to express emotions and thoughtfulness
• Great for yoga studios, sound therapy, classrooms or your coffee table

Item nr.

Description

STD4PG

Steel Tongue Drum, Pearl Grey, G Minor, 8 Notes, 12"/30 cm
Size representation is not binding

SRP

UPC

299,00 €

842960107616

„Item nr.“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and
the final price, applicable as of January 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who
remain free to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is
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